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Editors’ Note
This paper was delivered at the 1981 Sunstone Theological Symposium.
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THE problem of evil is to justify the ways of God to
|man, to show that faith in a good and benevolent
-~ deity is not utterly irrational in a world replete

with grotesque injustice, pointless suffering, and tragic
death. The kingdom of the Lord rules over all, we are
told, and the divine sovereign is plenteous in mercy, his
providence extending even to the least of his creatures.
Yet a child is brutally decapitated in Florida, his head left
lying in a ditch to be discovered by recreating fishermen.
A young girl is raped in Nevada and abandoned with her
arms chopped off by her assailant. An old woman in
Belfast is broiled in gasoline, the unintended victim of a
terrorist’s bomb. And nearly half the people on earth
never see a full and satisfying meal, with tens of
thousands dying each year of starvation and wasting
diseases, and countless others suffering irreparable
losses in those natural disasters ironically known as acts
of God. Under these circumstances, if faith is not to be
judged a naive and fatuous dream, some means must be
found of reconciling the ubiquity and egregiousness of
evil in the world with the compassion and justice
religiously imputed to its divine governor. As Boethius
asks, "If there be a God, from whence proceed so many
evils?"

Reflective Christians of the great orthodox traditions
have always found this question particularly
troublesome, because their conception of God is one
which makes him a party to every event in the universe,
including all the evils which disfigure and destroy the
lives of sentient beings. This is not because God is a
perpetrator of evils (though he has been so regarded by
some people), but rather because he knows of every evil
occurrence (being omniscient), because he has the power
to prevent or intercede in any evil sequence of events
(being omnipotent), and because he bears unique
responsibility for the overall structure and order of the

universe (being its sole creator and unrivaled sovereign).
And since the divine nature admits of no significant
limitations on knowledge and power, considerations
which tend to exculpate ordinary persons, such as pleas
of ignorance, incompetence or conflicting obligations,
have no clear application. In every civilized system of
morality and law, including those of Christian cultures,
individuals who fail to render aid when tlhey are able, to
do so are routinely regarded as accessoriies to the evils
they allow to occur. Thus the divine cl~taracter seems
eminently impeachable under the commonplace
principle that a moral agent is culpable in the occurrence
of any evil of which he is aware, which he has the power
to prevent or mitigate, and which he can prevent or
mitigate without thereby precipitating a greater evil or
seriously damaging his own legitimate interests.

Christian apologists have, of course, responded to this
situation with an impressive variety of arguments: some
refusing to negotiate the issue on theological grounds,
others attempting to show that God has morally
sufficient reasons for allowing all the evil there is in the
world to occur, and still others modifying traditional
teachings concerning the divine nature in order to
accommodate the obvious facts of the ,case. The first
group develops a line of thought suggested in the Book
of Job to the effect that the ways of God are not the ways
of men, that divine goodness is radically unlike human
goodness, and for this reason, that the divine character
can be neither comprehended nor evaluated by "merely
human" minds. Just as the young child is unable to
understand the motives of his parents, it is argued,
human beings cannot comprehend the ways of a divine
majesty which infinitely transcends their mortal
capacities. And since we must accept, as an article of
faith, that God is perfectly good, we may infer that: he
has praiseworthy reasons for what he does and permits,
even though we cannot know what those reasons are.

On the surface, this reasoning has a certain
plausibility, since the concerns and responsibilities; of
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Christianity’s high God must far exceed those of any
human agency and since honest reflection requires us to
admit that our mortal wisdom is severely limited at best.
But this plausibility is available only at a price which the
faithful cannot consistently pay, that of total
agnosticism with regard to the values of their God. In
other contexts (in prayer and preaching, for example),
Christians espouse quite definite beliefs about the divine
character, enthusiastically imputing justice, mercy, and
benevolence to a God whom they regard as superlatively
worthy of love. If these practices are to make sense to
them or anyone else, they must, as John Stuart Mill and
others have shown, attribute to their deity exactly the
same values that they accept themselves. For if the
deity’s goodness is radically different from human
goodness, there is little reason for calling it goodness at
all, and still less for praising and glorifying it, as faith is
wont to do. The child who is totally ignorant of his
parents’ values has no reason for admiring them, and
still less for trying to emulate them. Thus, the problem
of evil cannot be evaded by pleas of ignorance
concerning the content of God’s goodness.

A second and more promising approach is developed
by a prestigious series of writers, beginning with St.
Augustine, who confront the issue directly, admitting
its enormous gravity but arguing that God has morally
sufficient reasons for creating a world susceptible to
tragic evils and then allowing those evils to occur.
Within this approach, the two most significant lines of
thought are the free will defense and the eschatological
theme, both of which are attempts to show that there
are divine ends sufficiently valuable to justify the means
necessary for their realization, including the
construction of a world which is a vale of unrelieved
tears for many of its inhabitants. The free will defense
argues that it is a (or the) principal objective of the divine
plan to develop a community of morally good persons,
who live in love and peace with one another and with
God. But moral worth, it is argued, can only emerge
from the refining fires of real temptation and genuinely
free choice. This means that God must allow people to
make effective decisions between good and evil, even
though he knows that many of them will choose the
latter with calamitous consequences. Innocence could be
maintained without freedom, since a person who is
unable to choose can do no wrong. But innocence, it is
claimed, is not valuable in the way that authentic
goodness is. And if real moral worth is the goal, freedom
and the risk of disaster are the logically inescapable price.
For even omnipotence could not guarantee that freedom
would always be used constructively without thereby
destroying it. Thus, in order to develop the moral
community which is his ultimate goal, God must allow
human beings to decide freely despite the tragic
consequences which eventuate from many of their
choices.

The free will defense is complemented by the
eschatological theme, which seeks to account for the
manifestly unjust distribution of trials and suffering in
this world by invoking a doctrine of heavenly rewards
and compensations. Here, the theologian acknowledges
that ours is a world in which innocence suffers and
viciousness prospers and that the rain of accident,
disease, and disaster falls indiscriminately upon the just

as well as the unjust. But he argues that all will be put to
rights in the divine kingdom beyond the grave. There
the righteous will be rewarded for their virtue, the
innocent compensated for their grief, and the celestial
community will be forever free from misery, travail, and
death. On this showing, life in the moral sphere is a
period of trial and testing, while life in the world to come
sees the realization of justice, benevolence, and
abundant compensation for undeserved suffering. And
the goodness of God is putatively vindicated by the
nobility of his purpose in the present world and the glory
of its resolution in the next.

AS BOETHIUS ASKS, "IF THERE BE A

GOD, FROM WHENCE PROCEED SO

MANY EVILS?"

Once again, these considerations have a certain
plausibility, but as soon as we recall that God is believed
to be the architect and originator of the entire
arrangement, it is no longer evident that either line of
argument supports the claim that he is just. The
eschatological theme portrays him as consummately
generous with those who have suffered through no
fault of their own, but it offers no justification for their
being victimized in the first place. Nor does it suggest
what could count as fair and just compensation for the
more hideous and grotesque evils of this life. It does
predict that the lion will finally lie down with the lamb,
but it gives no hint as to how the lamb could find justice
in that arrangement. If God allowed the victims to suffer
in the first place, the fact that he rewarded them later
might show him to be generous or ultimately
compassionate, but it would not show him to be just and
good throughout.

The free will defense portrays the creator as engaging
in a noble experiment, setting human beings free to
determine their own moral destinies and allowing them
real opportunities for effective decision. But it does not
show why it is necessary to allow free agents to commit
horrendous crimes against their fellow humans, or to
perpetuate gross injustices from generation to
generation. Nor does it explain the obviously inequitable
distribution of trials and temptations, which leaves some
lives in relative peace and prosperity, while others are
permanently scarred and disfigured. Christians
sometimes say that the Lord requires no one to carry a
cross which is heavier than he or she can bear. But even
if that were true, as it seems clearly not to be, it would
not be evident from anything in the free will defense
why some crosses must be so much more burdensome
than others or why some of the terrible crosses which
are carried in this world must be borne at all. The ends of
the divine experiment may thus be noble and elevating,
but the means of their realization are in no sense just and
good.

In view of all these difficulties, it appears that there is
no real alternative to modifying the traditional teachings
about the divine nature in order to accommodate the
obvious facts of the case. If it is to be shown that God is
just and good, it must be denied that he is "-’esponsible for
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the specific conditions in which we work out our moral
destinies, and it must not be admitted that he is a morally
involved party to the evils endemic to human life. I
would argue that theological finitism, the doctrine
which substantially curtails orthodox claims concerning
God’s omnipotence, omniscience, and status as cosmic
architect, can accomplish this objective, but only at the
expense of denying (or "demythologizing") much that is
said in the Bible and elsewhere about the activities of
God. Finitism can, I believe, maintain a religiously
venerable conception of deity, holding God to be the
ultimate locus and exemplar of love and creative
advance, but it can do this only by abandoning the stories
of mighty acts and interventions which form much of
the central core of orthodox tradition.

PERHAPS WE MUST SACRIFICE DIVINE

POWER IN ORDER TO DEFEND DIVINE

GOODNESS.

First, it must be denied that God is solely or primarily
responsible for the design and creation of our world,
since that world is so patently unjust and unmerciful to
many, if not most, of its inhabitants. There are
independent reasons for rejecting the notion of a divine
architect, as Hume and others have shown. But if the
idea of a designer were insisted upon, it might be held
that God is one of a cluster of coeval powers responsible
for the organization of the universe under conditions
which precluded any one of the powers from achieving
dominance over the others. In this way, the desirable
features of the structure could be attributed to the deity,
while the rest were laid at the doors of forces he could
not control. Or, more plausibly, finitism might see God
simply as the eternal and primal source of spirituality,
selfless love, and intelligent creativity; and it might
maintain that there are signs of his influence
throughout the structure and history of the world,
wherever positive values prevail over the forces of
darkness and destruction. And here, with the literal
doctrine of creation being given up, the ancient idea of
the imago dei might be reinterpreted to mean that humans
reflect the divine nature to the extent that they are
capable of exhibiting intelligence, creativity, and love.

The second finitist move will be a drastic curtailment
of the traditional claims made about divine power, not
only denying the orthodox doctrine of omnipotence but
also insisting that God has none of the miraculous
powers ordinarily attributed to him in the religious
literature. For the problem of evil is utterly intractable
with regard to any deity possessing such powers. There
are simply too many avoidable and unrelieved agonies in
our world to allow it as a serious possibility that a just
and benevolent God has the ability to intervene but
refrains from doing so except on rare and unpredictable
occasions. Accordingly, the finitist will argue that God
has only those powers which are inherent in the perfect
love and creative intelligence that are his essential
characteristics. He will contend that the way of the
divine is not that of forceful and dramatic moving and

shaking but rather that of subtle attraction and gentle
persuasion. And he will insist that there is more than a
little biblical support for the belief that loving non-
resistance to evil is ultimately the greatest power in the
world.

Finally, with respect to divine omniscience, the finitist
will see no need to deny that God knows all that can be
known, but he is likely to insist that the range of possible
knowledge is rather more restricted than orthodoxy
admits. Thus, he may well accept the idea that the divine
intelligence is comprehensively aware of all that takes
place in the world. But he will deny that God has
infallible knowledge of every future occurrence, because
that doctrine conflicts with the view that moral agents
are free in their decisions. And he may well believe tlhat
God possesses a perfect understanding of the laws
governing the behavior of everything which moves,
changes, or acts. But he will reject the tendency to cast
God in the role of a cosmic forecaster who could, and
therefore should, warn potential victims of impending
misfortunes. Whatever the content of the divine mind
might be, and however that content might be assembled,
its presence cannot be such as to admit direct access by
human minds on pain of reintroducing the problem of
evil. And it can’t include full knowledge of the future,, on
pain of denying freedom. But if these qualifications are
allowed, there is no reason for denying it the name of
omniscience.

These revisions, of course, would have a very
dramatic impact on familiar religious discourse. They
would deny the traditional doctrine of creation in order
to avoid the charge that God deliberately condemned
half of humanity to misery as a means of teaching moral
lessons to the other half. They would eliminate such
stories as that of the conversion of Saul on the road to
Damascus, because the power envisaged there breeds
responsibility for such omissions as the failure to turn
away the wrath of Adolf Hitler before the holocaust.
And they would reject the view of the divine mind which
sees it as a limitless repository of information to be dealt
out at random intervals to a few individuals, since that
idea of omniscience has no answer to the question why
more than two dozen boys and young men had to die
before the Atlanta police were able to find their
murderer. In short, they would sacrifice divine power in
order to defend divine goodness, revering the ancient
vision which saw God as love.

I know of no theologians or philosophers who actually
espouse the finitist doctrine I have proposed here. I have
found suggestions of parts of it in the work of John
Stuart Mill, E. S. Brightman, Paul Tillich, Charles
Hartshorne, and Sterling McMurrin, and in an excellent
paper on the problem of evil and Mormon theology,
written as an undergraduate research project in my
department by James R. Smith. The virtues I claim for it
are just two: that it avoids the problem of evil and that it
is responsive to some of the sensibilities of religious
tradition. If we conceive of God as that being which is
uniquely worthy of worship, it might well be worth
considering how loyal we should remain to the adoration
of sheer power.                                   ~
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